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RCA Form 

TRACKING NUMBER:  709500  Critical NC           Noncritical NC    

CALIBRATING TECHNICIAN:  Tabet, Timothy J. Technician Risk Rating:  3 
 

DATE OF REVIEW QAT TYPE OF REVIEW 
02-Feb-2023 Darryl Hewitt QR 
LABEL NUMBER PART NUMBER JCN 
M795559 41383LF-11 20230118PA2019 
NOMENCLATURE Equip Reliability % Equip Risk Rating K-PROCEDURE 
TEMPERATURE/HUMIDITY INDICATOR 0.0 5 33K5-4-84-1 

 
QNC/PNC Code Selected 

* A04 :  Item does not meet calibration tolerances for all parameters certified. 

Nonconformity (State the NC; be clear and concise):  Unit Under Test (UUT) does not meet calibration tolerances for all 
parameters certified. The low and mid test point indicated Out-of-Tolerance (OOT). With 43.63 °F (11.554 DCmA) applied 
by the standard the UUT indicated 44.42 °F, for an error of +0.79 °F and with 73.5 °F (13.93 DCmA) applied by the 
standard the UUT indicated 74.12 °F, for an error of +0.62 °F. Allowable Limited Accuracy specification is ±0.4 °F. The 
high test point indicated In-Tolerance. 

Background (optional -if needed to describe the situation leading up to NC):        

QAT observations made while observing the suspect process.  This is mandatory for every critical NC identified during a 
QR.  Do not divulge the nonconforming condition.  At the time of the QR, the standard the technician had used to perform 
the original calibration, was not available for use. So, the QR was performed on a different set of similar standards. With 
the UUT connected to Input #2 of the standard DCmA Display resulted in the UUT indicating OOT as listed above. During 
the PR the process owner was able to use the original standards, which resulted in the following: with the UUT connected 
to Input #1 of the DCmA Display, the standard indicated 99.68 °F applied, for the high-test point. The UUT indicated 
16.007 DCmA (100.08 °F), for an error of +0.4 °F. This indication is at the allowable limited accuracy of ±0.4 °F. This was 
drastically different from QR. The QR indicated the low and mid-test points OOT and the high-test point well within 
specifications. The original calibration as well was adjusted where all test points indicated well within specifications for all 
test points. So, the PR was performed again utilizing the same standards as the original calibration, but this time the input of 
the UUT was connected to Input #2 DCmA Display. This resulted in the mid-test point indicating OOT and the Low and 
high-test points near the upper limits: The low-test point had an error of +0.38 °F, mid-test point indicated OOT at +0.44 
°F, and high-test point had an error of +0.36 °F. The UUT was tested was tested again, this time with the standards used 
during the original QR, except the Input was connected to Input #1 of DCmA Display with the following results: All Test 
points indicated In-Tolerance, low at +0.21 °F, mid at +0.29 °F, and high at +0.21 °F. Item was deemed 
unreliable/unrepeatable as well as indicating OOT for both the QR as well as several PR's performed. 

NC Code Risk Rating:  5 

NC/RC History Analysis 

Technician (this will assist in determining the “Technician Risk Rating” listed above):  For the past 12 months this 
technician has completed 1,010 items that were subject for Quality Review (QR). 613 of those were accomplished in the 
Temperature/Humidity (K5) calibration area. 176 of those were the same Part Number/WUC (41383LF-11). Of the 1,010 
items subject for QR there were 32 QR’s selected. Of the 32 selected, two (2) of those resulted in Quality Non-
Conformities, for documentation errors. None of the previous nonconformities were A04’s. This results in a 93.75% Pass 
Rate. 

Equipment (this will assist in determining the “Equipment Reliability %” and “Equip Risk Rating” listed above):  This 
item has had three (3) JCN’s. All 3 JCN’s were received OOT and required adjustment before returning to the OWC; 
meeting the OWC approved limitation of ±0.4 °F. The UUT reliability percentage is 0.0%. There were 217 QR selectable 
actions taken for this Part Number, 41383LF-11, in the past 12 months. 199 of the 217 were either adjusted (K-Action 
Taken) or NRTS’d. This results in a reliability percentage, for the part number, to be 8.3%. As far as quality reviews for 
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Part Number 41383LF-11; there were five (5) Quality Reviews accomplished for Part Number 41383LF-11. Resulting in 
one critical quality nonconformity. An A04 with a duplicate nonconformity to this nonconformity. Temperature OOT after 
several adjustments accomplished during the original calibration. This calculates out to an 80.0% pass rate for part 
number/WUC 41383LF-11. 

Section (if applicable):  For the past 12 months there were 27 QR’s accomplished in the K5 Section. Two of the 27 reviews 
resulted in critical quality nonconformities, for a 92.6% pass rate. This type of nonconformity (A04) is specific to this 
Model/ID#. And is addressed above in the “Equipment” section. 

Laboratory (if applicable):  This nonconformity (A04) is specific to this Model/ID#. Since there does not seem to be an 
issue with a human error or training issue, the "Laboratory" is not applicable. 

Previous Corrective Actions (if applicable):  As mentioned above, in the “Equipment” section, there was one other A04 
attributed to this Part Number/ WUC. This review, 689826, certified by another task qualified technician, also did not meet 
specifications after the technician had made several adjustments during the original calibration. For review 689826 the 
recommended preventative action suggested, was to request through AFMETCAL, a reduction of the calibration interval 
from 6 months (calibration interval at the time) to 3 months. This was accomplished. The calibration interval is now 3 
months. The interval can not be reduced any further. 

PROCESS/ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS 

RCA meeting will include the Quality Assurance Technician, Lead Technician and Technician who performed the work.  
Other parties may participate in the RCA if appropriate. 

List the root causes possible for this nonconformity: 

1. F01 : Component failure caused degradation or hard failure (normal process would not find). 

2. F02 : Failure related to previous maintenance or repair (normal inspection would not find). 

3.  H01 : Human error: When all equipment, technical data, training and other factors are adequate. When another 

4.  T01 : OJT insufficient (trainer demonstrates task proficiency) 

Identify the most likely root cause from the possible causes and explain why you selected it. 

Root Cause Code selected:  F01 : Component failure caused degradation or hard failure (normal process would not find). 

Reason for selection:  F01 was selected based on several variables that indicate that Part Number 41383LF-11 is an 
unreliable piece of TMDE. (1) The AFMETCAL engineers understand that the Part Number/WUC is unreliable and has 
given the lowest calibration available (3 months). (2) The 41383LF-11’s calibrated in at this PMEL has an 8.3% reliability 
rating. (3) This Barcode has been in three times for calibration and has been adjusted every time for a 0.0% Reliability 
Rating. (4) During the QR and PR there were no readings that repeated closely to values recorded in each of the previous 
tests. (5) This resulted in some test points OOT during one test, then back in again in the next test. 

RC Code Risk Rating:  2 

Explain why you eliminated the other root causes if there was more than one possibility: 

1.  F02 : Failure related to previous maintenance or repair (normal inspection would not find).  We reviewed the fact that 
the technician had accomplished an adjustment (K – action) during the original certification and maybe, inadvertently, 
made a good item bad from that adjustment. However, since the item was run 4 times on two different standard 
configurations, at inputs #1 and #2 for each. These tests indicate that the item is unrepeatable and unreliable. Failure related 
to previous maintenance was rejected (F02). 

2.   H01 : Human error: When all equipment, technical data, training and other factors are adequate. When another  Since 
the UUT has proven to be unreliable from its first time through the laboratory, we don't believe there was anything that the 
technician could’ve done to reduce or eliminate this nonconformity. H01 was not a contributing factor in this Root cause. 
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3.   T01 : OJT insufficient (trainer demonstrates task proficiency)  As evident by the technician’s history, being in the K5 
section for over a year, process review of zero (0) nonconformities, discovered during this review, and technical expertise 
during the post interview. It is apparent that this technician is very well qualified to perform calibrations for this task. 

Cite your corrective action/solution for the nonconformity and explain why you selected it:  UUT was returned to the 
customer uncertified (NRTS) for unrepeatable readings. 

Was the corrective action fully accomplished?  Yes     No  

If no, was follow-up action added to the QSL under the follow-up tab?  Yes     No  

Additional Info:        

Overall Nonconformity Risk Assessment: 15 

Preventive Action: 

  Preventive Action required, Explain why:        

  Preventive Action not required, Explain why:  We could not put a finger on any one component that would have caused 
this nonconformity. Based on the history and reliability of this part number there is nothing further that ‘we’ can do to 
prevent this type of occurrence. Reduction of the interval is no longer an option, with the interval presently at 3 months, this 
is the lowest AFMETCAL is willing to go. The customer is aware of the low reliabilty of the Part Number. At present, they 
have yet been able to come up with a replacement TMDE that meets their needs that will fit their equipment. 

Was the Preventive Action fully accomplished?  Yes     No  

If no, was follow-up action added to the QSL under the follow-up tab?  Yes     No  

Additional Info:        

 
Recall Determination: 

  Recall required, Explain why:        

  Not required, Explain why:  Based on the already low reliability of the part number, there would be no benefit in a 
recall of these part numbers to reduce the chance of this nonconformity from occurring. 

If recall is required was the follow-up action added to the QSL under the follow-up tab?  Yes     No  

Signatories: 
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2/16/2023

X Timothy J Tabet
Timothy J. Tabet
Process Owner
Signed by: TABET.TIMOTHY.JOSEPH.1607783078  

2/16/2023

X Peter Newlun
Peter Newlun
Technologist/Lead Technician
Signed by: NEWLUN.PETER.L.JR.1089347382

Revoked certificate

X Darryl Hewitt
Darryl Hewitt
PMEL Quality Manager
Signed by: HEWITT.DARRYL.L.1027279186  

Site Manager 

Measurement Area Assessment: 

Did critical nonconformity increase the Risk Level of the Measurement Area?  Yes     No  

Explain:        

Other PMEL Manager Comments:  The overall risk for this RCA is bordering on HIGH with a 15 on the Risk Level 
Matrix. Part of the risk is from the technician; unfortunately, the tech has had a low sample rate so his one other NC is 
driving a higher risk rating. The majority of the risk is coming from the equipment itself. This model number has horrible 
end of period reliability. AFMETCAL knows this; thus the 3 month interval. We are finding even at three months the 
reliability is still horrible. These items are plastic and are out in the environment all day every day. I am not sure that they 
were actually meant for that, but our customer has been unable to find a replacement.  

2/16/2023

X Brian MacDonald
Brian MacDonald
Patrick SFB PMEL Manager
Signed by: MACDONALD.BRIAN.W.1039515128  


